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by PARRISH
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CAMPUS APATHY
If one were to read in his newsVOLUME 24
paper that American college stuRICHMOND, KY.. FRIDAY, OCT. 19, 1945
NUMBER 2
denta had defied orders of the
federal government and were under arrest because of political convictions, he might be tempered to
regard it as a joke, because. In
sharp contrast to conditions extant
In Europe and South America,
undergraduates in the United
States are not notorious for their
interest in political or governmental questions.
Entering the game as a three touchdown favorite, the Navv
and
Yet, in Argentina today, stu■ine trainee*)
Murru,, State
ct„!„ «
i
_ .. ..to coi'
_ ™«vy »na
t
Marine
trainees frnm
from Murray
Teachers
had
dents in the national universities
1
and
twenty
econda
of
th
are being arrested for demonstrattie with the fighting underdogs of Eastern.
ing against the state of siege imh Maroon
The
team's ab
ability
tc tAYfi'advantage of the breaks In the
During the past two weeks, sevposed by Col. Juan D. Peron, Mr.
Eastern has been enrolling mow L,„t^
* ""r^"/^'.!.
'lity Jo
Eastern- students are now enmade it possible for the
Big of Argentine politics, and un- eral or Eastern's faculty niemDers gaged in taking tests which de- and more veterans as tne quar first half
Thorobred8
til recently vice-president.
The have been attending educational termine their physical fitness in- ter progresses. This fall quarter ?£-"?*_
Tom-Murray. Eastern's touchdown0oame"early In
national emergency was proclaim- meetings held throughout the state dex. These tests are given each the number of veterans here under
ed following an abortive revolt in of Kentucky.
quarter by Mr. Tom Samuels, As- the G.I. BUI of Rights (Public
Attending the Upper Kentucky sistant Athletic Coach The pur- Law No. 146) has reached a total
a military garrison, and the stuAssociation pose of them is to check on the Of thirty-one.
dents have registered their dislike River Educational
The Thorobreds drove from the aof the measure by demonstrations. were W. F. O'Donneil, President of general physical fitness of the parThe G. I. BUI provides the vetAs a result, the federal police have Eastern; Mary Prances McKinney, ticipants, and to' ascertain any eran with money for all fees, Eastern 35 to the 7 before they ried the ball for eight yards, but
taken over four of the six Argen- associate professor of geography special defects and to institute books, and supplies, with an al- were stopped for three downs by Murray was penalised 15 yards for
tine universities and occupation of and alumni secretary; Dr. L. G. remedial exercise. The strength lotment of fifty dollars to single the resistant Maroon line. Resort- holding. A seven yard punt put
the other two is indicated. The Kennamer, professor of geography of the arms, legs, back, grip and men and seventy-five to married ing to a pass they made the final the ball on their 32 in the possesstudents must be rabid on the and geology; and Miss Katherine the capacity of the lungs is mea- men. The veterans pay their own seven yards for the goal and the sion of Eastern. Runs by Miller.
try for the conversion was good, Creech. Scheerbaum, and a pass
question, as the newspapers refer Evans, assistant professor of ele- sured on special devices which are room and board.
tying the score at seven-all.
from Scheerbaum to Sheehan fell
to them as "holding" the other mentary education.
owned by the school.
The number of veterans is exOn October 12, the Upper CumTwo more scoring plays were one yard short of a first down and
two. It is hard to Imagine stuThe
tests
have
been
given
for
pected
to
be
doubled
by
January.
dents defending Eastern or any berland Educational Association several years and records are kept There is an active veteran's com- called back because of penalties. Murray took the ball. Underwood,
other American school against de- convened with Eastern being rep- which show how much a person mittee, of which Mr. M. E. Mattox Ed Zoretic, speedy back for East- continuing his fine running, carern, received a Murray punt on his ried the ball for thirty-five yards
crees of the government. Extreme resented by Dr. Moore, Dean of has improved since his last test.
is chairman and councilor. This own 40 yard stripe and in one of on the next three plays. Gilbert
measures are being taken by the the College; Dr. Fred A. Engle,
committee has three main oper- the finest runs of the game carried moved it eight yards farther and
Argentine police as 142 girl stu- assistant professor of mathematThe Physical Fitness Index is a
the ball across the Murray goal. after a 15 yard penalty on Eastern,
dents are now Imprisoned in an ics; and Dr. Samuel Walker, as- measure of physical condition. It ations:
1. To advise the veterans of However, the sixty yard run was carried the ball to Eastern's 7
asylum until now occupied by pios- sistant professor of history. Dr. is calculated by dividing one's
Moore was a principal speaker on achieved Strength Index by a what they can do and the benefits. nullified by a clipping penalty. An Murray was then penalized 15
titutes.
2. To take care of their needs. offsides penalty prevented the yards for pushing. Three unsucFriday's
program.
Norm for one's sex, weight, and
The prominent part being played
Dean
Moore
and
Dr.
Ferrell,
as3.
To get apartments in the Thorobreds from getting two cessful plays followed, and the ball
age
at
the
time
of
testing.
The
by college students in the nationprofessor of education, at- average individual less than 21 dormitory for them.
points in the final quarter of the passed to Eastern on her own 20.
wide wave of protest against the sociate
tended an educational conference years old will have a P.F.I, of
More than one-third of the pres- game. Ed Creech, of Eastern, After short runs by Miller and
military dictatorship of Col Peron held
in Berea, Kentucky, at the about 100. Others teas than 21 ent veteran students are married. dropped the pass from center on Scheerbaum, Selbee kicked from
accentuates the difference in the
invitation of President Hutchins of years old will have P.F.I.'s vary- In view of the fact that building an attempted punt from behind his own 25 to Murray's 37 for a
positions of American undergrad- Berea
College. This conference ing from about 40 to 200. Oldei materials are still difficult to ob- his own goal and had to fall on beautiful 38 yard punt, as the half
uates and those of South America, was held
ball giving Murray two points. ended.
and also Europe, the prototype, tne 14. from October 12 through persons will decline in P.F.I, un- tain. Eastern has ordered several the
til, at death, their P.F.I.'s will be »re-fabricated houses to be erectedThe penalty then wiped this score Murray Outpuated
in the main, of Latin American life.
A two-day conference was held 000—as will also be their powers y the fence near the Health off the records.
SheJly*s klckoff for Murray was
In the days when civil war was
in
Green, Kentucky, on to perform physical acts.
The play by play description taken by Scherrbaum on his own
Building for the veterans and
threatening in Spain, when Edou- the Bowling
follows:
subject of teacher education.
their wives. These should be avail21, but he made little advance.
ard Daladier alighted from ms
Individuals with Indices above
Gumbert's first kick to Murray Miller drove for three yards, but
airplane and blandly announced to This conference involved the deans, 100 will have greater physical and able for use by January. Eleven
and superintendents
couples are now on the waiting went out of bounds on the 30 and Scherrbaum was thrown for a loss
France that Hitler had been coordinators,
the cooperative study of "Teach- mental endurance and precision ot list
- r.
was called back. His second kiok in attempting to pass. Selbee's atbought off, and later, when the of
Education in Kentucky." This movement than those with lower
was taken by Gilbert on the 20 tempted pass was knocked down
Nads stripped Czechoslovakia of er
There
is
to
be
organized
a
commeeting from October scores. That is, they will be" able
its finest territories, the univer- eonfeience,
for the wives of the vet- and returned to the 40. On the and on the next play he kicked to
9-11, was attended by Dr. Ferrell, to keep going longer, more ef- mittee
sities of Europe were the focal Dean
erans.
The wives of the faculty first line play Covington fumbled Underwood who made no return.
Moore, and Dr. Noel Cuff, ficiently and at greater speeds, and Serving on
veterans committee for a ten yard loss, Gilbert then Gumbert then stopped Covington
points of political feeling. When proiessor
of psychology at East- recuperate faster from fatigue of Will sponsorthethis
the Germans held their famous
club. The pur- took the ball forward for a gain after a five yard gain. Gaining
illness.
They
will
be
able
to
do
ern.
book burnings In 1933, the volpose
is
to
provide
a homelike at- of eight yards. After a penalty only four yards on the next three
On October 9th and 10th, the more' work in a given tun than mosphere for the wives and an op- for too much time in the huddle. plays Underwood got off a poor
umes were tossed into the fires state
others
of
the
same
sex,
weight,
meeting of the KenUnderwood punted to Eastern's 35 kicR which only went for three
by students at the University of -acKy board
btate Federation of Music and age whose P.F.I.'s are lower. portunity for social affiliations.
where Selbee took it but was stop- yards. After three unsuccessful
Berlin. Radicalism finds some of
ped cold. Hahn then carried the attempts to gain yardage, Selbee
its leading adherents on the cam- Clubs was held in Louisville. Jane
The
lower
the
P.F.II,
the
greater
assistant professor of
ball through the line for three punted from his own 40 to Murpuses of Europe and Latin Amer- Campbell,
need for special exreise, and
music; Mary Floyd, associate pro- the
yards. Eastern received a fifteen- ray's 24. However, Eastern was
ica.
advice
by
physicians
and
physical
fessor of history; and Ellen N.
yard penalty, and Selbee punted penalized five yards on the play
Although the schools of Amer- Pugh, assistant professor of ele- educators. Low P.F.I's are the
being offsides so Selbee kicked
Class officers were elected by them out of trouble with a 55-yard for
ica produce many pseudo-Intellec- mentary education attended this results of physical defects, imagain, this time from his own 35
kick
to
the
Murray
30.
proper
food
or
eating
habits,
the
students
at
Eastern
for
the
tuals who are convinced that this two-day conference.
Murray's 13, sixteen yards farimproper exercise, emotional disCovington then drove through to
year, 1945-46, at meetings
political way or that one is the
ther.
The chairman of Eastern's Vet- turbances, or other" physical or school
held
Wednesday
morning,
October
the
line
for
six
yards
before
he
only answer, if a real political rev- eran Committee, M. E. Mattox,
carried the ball to
was stopped by Miller. Underwood hisCovington
olution were to strike the United attended a meeting in Louisville mental strains or injuries. Indi- 10.
own 24 and on the next three
States, the colleges and universi- during the week of the 7th in re- viduals with P.F.I.'s below 88 to
President of the 'senior class is then fumbled the ball after driving plays Underwood moved the ball
ties would be among the last to gard to "Employ Physically Hand- 90 ought to engage in supervised James Harold Smith, of Closplint; through the line, and it was recov- to the 49. Selbee then intercepted
feel its effects. This difference j icapped Week." Mr. Mattox Is remedial activities or rest dally, vice president, Herbert Searcy, ered by Mltchem and Miller for Underwood's pass to Jones, makbetween the -attitudes of Ameri- also Eastern's registrar and direc- until their Indices are 100 or high- Oarrollton: secretary. Mary Braf- Eastern. After three short line ing it first and ten for Eastern on
er. Otherwise they are likely to ford Steely, Corbin; treasurer, plays with Selbee, Hahn, and Mil- Murray's 49. Miller then drove
can students and those of the tor of extension.
decline steadily in physical fitness Juanita Johnson, Corbin; sergeant - ler carrying the ball, Selbee's pass through the line for three yards
other Americas and Europe can
to even lower levels.
was intercepted by Underwood.
possibly be explained by the difa.- ms. Leslie Combs, of Ary.
Scherrbaum's pass to SheeUnderwood then carried the ball and
ference in the student bodies. •
Officers
of
the
junior
class
are:
han was good for a first down.
Repeated P.F.I, tests are of inon
three
successive
plays
to
EastWhen Yale's William Lyon
estimable value in determining president, Carl Scott, Portsmouth, ern's 40 for a first down, but was Miller again plunged through for
Phelps was traveling abroad, he
five more and Scheerbaum's pass
whether one Is gaining or losing Ohio; vice president, Martha Johnremarked to a Belgian friend that
For many years it has been a in physical fitness and therefore son, Ashland; secretary, Mary forced to punt to Eastern after to Zoretic moved the ball to MurEuropean students seemed more tradition for Eastern to entertain whether one's corrective regime is Smith, Dayton; treasurer, Mary third down. The Maroons then ray's 29. Here they were halted
made a few yards on line plays be- and Murray took the ball but was
mature Intellectually than his own its students and faculty members adapted to one's neds. Many cases Wood Lee, Millersburg.
Sophomore class: president, Da- fore Selbee punted to Murray's 32 unable to make any gains so Jones
undergraduates. The friend's re- with a Halloween party. In the are on record of obscure defects
ply was that ten years from that days when Eastern had over a and wrong habits, which escaped vis Hahn, Lawrenceburg; vice where Underwood took it and re- kicked to Zoretic who took the
time Yale students would be suc- thousand students, these parties the attention of physicians and president, Bill Palo, Winchester; turned lt for fifteen yards. Gilbert ball on his own 41 and returned
cessful men and women, whereas were progressive. Several groups physical educators, being discover- secretary, Ruby Owen, of Leitch- carried the ball for three more it to the 47 and two plays later
those of Europe would still be stu- consisting of a few hundred stu- ed through comparison of P.F.I, field; treasurer, Edna Truesdell, yards as the quarter ended.
picked up six more as the quarter
Eastern Scores
dents.
dents would rotate from one build- records. It is easily possible for Trinity.
ended.
At the beginning of the 2nd Zoretic Breaks Lease
It seems that in the hustle and ing to another so as to provide a individuals of almost any age to
Elected president of the freshpush of America the professional variety of entertainment and take raise their P.F.Ts from 40 to 100 man class was Edward Creech, quarter, Jones carried the ball for
Zoretic's pass opening the final
scholar is a non-existent being, care of the large number of stu- per jcertt, with a proportionate in- Harlan; vice president, Harry three, and Stotz .recovered has quarter was intercepted by Sears
while he Is commonplace in Eu- dents.
crease in physical fitness, power Mancing, Beaver Falls, Pa.; secre- own fumble for a loss of seven who carried the ball to Eastern's
rope. It is these individuals, plus
Because of the decrease in the for service and personal happiness. tary, Anne Reiley Cochran, Har- yards on the next play. With the 37. Their next three plays failed
the large number of impresslon- student body the past few years,
lan; treasurer, Jack Rogers, Frank- ball on his own 33, Underwood at- to gain any yards, so Nanney kickables to be found, that figure in the party has been cut down to RECENT VISITORS
fort.
tempted to kick out of danger but ed to Zoretic who moved the ball
these student uprisings. Possibly one group where all do the same
A number of representatives Wright
and
Mancjng
broke up to his own 32. Miller then hit
.}* '•- •vV«ir». of -a healthier .a**'-, thing at the same «.,,o.
were named td "college committees, through and blocked the kick. the line for six yards and Wilson
- — ..ON THE ('AMI-US
tude that these rebellions are abAmong former students and including the social, fine arts, li- Sheehan scooped up the ball and got two more. Selbee then kicked
The celebration begins at 7:30
sent from American campuses— p. m., Wednesday, October 31, with graduates who attended the East- brary, and Student Union commit- raced the remaining yards for the to Murray's 28. Murray found
first score of the game. Wilson themselves unable to make any
and yet, it seems obvious that stu- a free movie for all students and ern-Murray football game October tees.
dents as well as those older should faculty members at the Hiram 13 or who have been visitors on the
Faculty sponsors of the four then kicked the ball through the gains and Nanney kicked to Zomaintain an active interest in Brock Auditorium.
After the campus the last few days are classes are R. R. Richards, fresh- goal posts for the extra point. retic, who took it on his own 40
political affairs.
movie the party will go to the Capt. Ed Gabbard, Capt. Raymond men; Dr. F. A. Engle, sophomores; Score 7-0 Eastern.
and ran the remaining 60 yards
While, for the present at least, recreation room of the Student Un- Huck, '40, Cpl. Don Harrison, Lt. Mrs. Mary E. Barnhlll, juniors;
Luse kicked to the Murray 25 for a touchdown with the best
we need not fear the Imposition ion Building where dancing, Homer Osborne, '42, Lt. Bill Bene- Dr. Frederic P. Giles, seniors.
where McDaniel received it and and longest run of the day. The1
of a military dictatorship in the stunts, games, and refreshments dett, Cecil Ward, Lt. and Mrs. Did:
returned it to the 31. Jones then touchdown was called back, for
United States such as the one rul- will be provided.
Dickerson, both of the class of '42, LOCATED IN WASHINGTON
circled end for ten yards and a the referee called clippingvon the
ing Argentina, there are many
Lt. Norman A. Deeb, Pvt. Ralph
Shirley Salisbury, Storekeeper first down. Sheehan then broke play. After Miller gained five
serious problems which this coun- attitude common in this country. Anderson, Sgt. J. Drexel Hendren, 2/.c, of Langley, sophomore in 1940- through the line to recover a Mur- yards*. Selbee kicked to Murray's
try faces—that is common knowl- Although it is trite to say that the Joe Prewitt Chenault, Russell 41, is stationed in Washington, D. ray fumble and gave Eastern the 20. Jenes then began running the
youth of today are the leaders of Hamilton, S/Sgt. Allen McManls, C, - with the Navy Department. ball on Murray's 22. However, the ball for Murray. On his first play
edge.
A medium seems called for—a tomorrow, It is still true. The Ax- '37, and Mrs. McManis, and Don Her address, Roosevelt Hotel 430. Maroons were unable to make any he gained 5 yards before he was
balance between the rabid politics is educated for dictatorship—it is Scott, of Portsmouth, O., senior in Washington, was also received advance, and the ball was taken stopped by Wright, but on the
of Argentina and the "don't care" our task to educate for democracy. the School of Dentistry, Ohio State from Miss Horn.
by Murray. Underwood then car- (Continued on Page 2)
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Faculty Members
Attend Conference

Physical Tests
Are Being Given
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College Providing
For Veterans
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Class Officers
Are Elected

Hallowe'en Party
To Be Given

W. H. R. O. BEGINS WORK

On Thursday night, October 11,
the members of the Women's Hall
Residence Organization were formally installed into the offices of
the organization for the coming
year. The impressive ceremony
was held In the lobby of Burnam
Hall. A large number of students
and guests were present to witness
the beautiful and effective candlelight service. The hall was colorfully decorated in a pattern of

patriotic motifs.
In the first picture are the officers who were elected to serve
this year. They are, from left to
right, Jane Bush, secretary; Lema
Aker, president; Georgia Ramsey,
vice-president;
Glenn a Frisby,
treasurer.
Mrs. Emma Y. Case and Mrs.
Harry Blanton are counselors.
The representatives shown in the
next picture were selected from

each floor of-each section of the
dormitory, thereby giving equal
representation to all. They may
be of any classification since they
are chosen in the fall of the year.
Seated from left to right are Margaret Graham, Helen Parks, Ernestine Jasper, and Nancy Ruschell. Standing are Mary Langan,
Henrietta Miller, Mida Bush, and
Marie Rlherd.

The purpose of this organization
is to provide for the government
and the social direction of the residents of the hall and to promote
better fellowship, scholarship, and
citizenship at Eastern. This includes the handling of disciplinary
problems which might arise, but
this function has been greatly overstressed. The supervision of the
dormitory rules and regulations lt
its secondary concern and should

Photos by Carl Scott, Photo Club Member

not overshadow the other purposes
and duties.
The organization also plans for
the social life of the hall, such as
parties and teas. Very often the
lobby of the hall is the scene of a
reception for all of the students of
the college and the faculty.
Plans are now under way for
a pa jama party for the girls to be
held In the Rec Room of Burnam

Hall. This party is to be given
Saturday night, October 20, at 10
o'clock^
The organization aims to maintain high standards of living among
college women living in the dormitory, and it aims to instill in
each student those Ideals and
principles which enable students to
live together in a manner that will
make college life more pleasant
and worthwhile.
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ODDS AND ENDS

EASTERN PROGRESS MAROONED
Entered at the postofflce at Richmond, Kentucky,
aa second-class matter.

by LEMA AKER

with BOB RYLE

From my little book of quotations, poems, etc.,
here is another column of "Odds and Ends" coming
your way—

Member of
SPRING IS HERE
The Kentucky Inter-CoUeglate Press Association
Since the first issue of the paper
was so late In making Its appearADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
_ . _ ,
'
Editor ance, we have no doubt that it wlU
spring before thia issue arrives
rh.rlotte Berlta"'."--"""'""""'"
Business Manager be
BSUCL:
Aa^tant Business Manager in your mall box; therefore, we
wish to be the harbingers of the
new season. Our greatest fear is
that spring will be a little late this
year. If worse comes to worse,
NEWS STAFF
Editor the PROGRESS will replace the
ie^carroXBuV^eyeniio::::::::
.jg** MILESTONE. We now realize
what they mean by alow time; we
Lucille Brandenburgh
XS^ZTvZZmAM,
Mary L. Langan. Jo Marilyn Morris, Norms Ann axe going to start using slow motion pictures on our pages. From
Rlcnanis, Tina Tyler, Burna Dean Talbott
here on all predictions wlU be
made in the past Una*. "No- one
""FEATURE STAFF
^..Editor can disgrace us but ourselves"
Lema Aker
Books . . . Holland; "except the enEmma Naah Bevacqua
.Cartoonist gravers" . . . Ryle.
ton and Betsy Tandy ..--.

r::Cotannists

— "" SECRETARIAL STAFF
Marilyn Henry and Oean Durham

AS WE SEE IT
LET THERE BE MVSIC
Tlie concern which owns the nickelodeon
in our Rec room has Wified us that they
will make no more replacements or repairs
on the one which we have now. They have
been called to the College on many occasions to remove pennies or bogus coins from
the machine. Their objection is not so
much concerned with the amount of time
that is needlessly wasted, but the damage
that is inflicted on the intricate parts.
These parts are still difficult to replace and
their supply is limited.
A plea such as this seems unnecessary
in a college; however, there must be some
anong us who are trying to get a medley
for a nickel. Let's pay for our music and
not wait until the well goes dry before we
realize our mistake.
l;. OF L. SETS EXAMPLE
Recently an article appeared in the Courier-Journal concerning a student "revolt
for more student freedom from faculty
dominatiaon in campus activities. This
should be an eye-opener to college administrators throughout the country who have
become oppressive in the management of
the affairs of the student body. Campus
leaders are fed up with prerogatives and
dogmas that are too often imposed upon
them.
A similar situation presented itself in
the University of Alabama last spring when
the student government organization rose in
protest to the secretive handling of student
funds. They demanded complete reports
from the dean of the institution concerning
their finances.
Three points which the Louisville group
stressed are in -evidence in many colleges
They are:
.
1. Demand of students to be treated like
adults and not high school students.
2. Student control of social functions
and ah expansion of such functions.
3. Student participation in convocations
instead of "dry speakers."
It may be a.surprise to many of you to
learn that the PROGRESS has no faculty
censor. In fact, it has neither a sponsor
nor an advisor. The paper is controlled entirely by the students, the faculty and the
administration receive their copies of the
papei AFTER they have been distributed
to the student body.
This is the type of freedom and liberty
that the college groups are seeking. Give
them the opportunity to act on their own,
then if they fail, revoke the privilege, but
first give them the chance.
-J

B

THE BITTER TRUTH
An undesirable wave, concerning the
egotism of our students, has developed on
our campus during the past week. In the
vernacular of the Student Union Building
—we are conceited!
Doubtless you have noticed the segregated groups. We have heard of no contagious disease on our campus, so why become isolated? How are we going to make
friends if we think that we are always better than the other fellow? Try inflating
bis ego—you might find a new personality
behind that shell.
At our last ball game, for example, you
could have shown some school spirit by giving a little more support to the cheerleaders.
After the game you might have given the
players a slap on the back with a remark
about the good game they played. In the
Student Union speak to everyone, don't limit your conversations to those friends whom
you already know. Let's break up our segregated groups and belong to one group—
"The Eastern Maroons."
L. H.

.

In three days, guests, like fish, begin to stink.—
Benjamin Franklin.
The surest way to hit a woman's heart is to take
aim kneeling.—Jerrold,
\j -^r u Bur jM|g^»» t s

y, •

UH-A-GOON
The team was dead tired and sober
Thirty-four were there in all,
But the gathering seemed small.
It was in the night of lonesome
October
In the old Memorial Hall.
Coach Rankin took the stand of a
prober
To find out who had dropped the
ball.
The group seemed to conglober
Aa his eyes on them did fail.
* • •
Then he spied me 'neath the mattress
And his eyes grew big and red,
As he pulled me from the bed.
How did I ever get In that mess?
I'd have been better off dead—
At least I'd saved my head.
But the trouble was, I was hatless
And he grabbed my hair and
said,
"If you're going to play Uke a
jackass
You can play for Murray Instead!"
SCENE ABOUT THE CAMPUS
The trees kaledloscoping . . .
The baseball diamond being knocked out of ita mounting by the football practice . . . The cafeteria
lines, where Dagreea and Diplomas
have equal respect . . . Eastern
on week-ends, "The Deserted VUlage". . ; The labyrinth of walks
out-webbing the spider ... Organic chemistry—mind over matter .. . The dormitories—Rooms
for Vent . . . The girls embroidering, doing very crewel work . . .
And the power plant—the current
hot spot on the campus.
HUNTrNG LICE-SENSE
We read In the . Register the
other day that a woman who had
denied killing her husband "would
be submitted to the lice detector."
Now this seems to be a lousy thing
to do to anyone, although we must
admit that the woman had to be
buggy before she would klU her
husband with the shortage of manpower that prevails. No doubt If
she had pleaded for a habeas corpus in the first place she might
have saved herself this embarrassment. We reach thia conclusion
by the translation of the aforementioned Latin words as, to have
on the body. By presenting this
evidence in the first place, provided the little fellara didn't turn
state's evidence, she could have
crawled out of it. Maybe she
didn't know it and thought that
it was her husband who got In her
hair and she was Just itching to
get her hands on him. If I were
the judge I would scratch 1
whole thing off the records.

The feline famous for its grin—
From Cheshire County hails.
The Isle of Man has no such beast—
Her cats are minus tails.

RHYTHM RIPPLES

A man that is deeply In love with himself wlU
probably succeed In his suit owing to lack of rivals.
—Austin O'Malley.
Sadie— "But you said before you went away that
I was all the world to you!"
Returning Soldier—"Yeah—but I've learned
some geography since then.

By-"MART" NOTEBMAN
In the swing groove, Freddie
Slack scores a boogie beat with
an album "Eight Bars By Four."
Freddie covers this scope of boogie in a fresh and original treatment.
Among the tunes are
"Strange Cargo," "Southpaw Serenade," "Rib Joint," and "A Cat's
Ninth Life."
Woody Herman gives us a rugged and lusty instrumental in
"Northwest Passage." He sings
"June Comes Around Every Year"
on the reverse. Another addition by
Woody is "Goosey Gander." Being
the composer of this, Woody leads
the band in a heat wave. Its companion is "A Kiss Goodnite," featuring the vocal by Woody.
From that number one clarinetist, Benny Goodman, we hear
"Clarlnade." In hla best form, he
performs all the tricks possible
with a licorice stick. "June Is
Busting Out All Over" is the flipover.
Two Count Basie originals, styled In brass and rhythm, are "Taps
MiUer," an instrumental, and
"Jimmy's Blues" with a vocal by
Jimmy Rushing.
Dick Haymea and Helen Forrest
team again "for Decca with "Some
Sunday Morning" and "I'll Buy
That Dream." Both do terrific
vocal jobs with the orchestral
backing of Victor Young.
For a dancing mood, T. Dorsey
supplies us with the beautiful melody, "Nevada." The turnover is
an express train instrumental,
"That's All."
The King Cole»Trio follows the
Cole Formula for ballads with "I
Thought You Ought to Knok." The
reverse disc, "I'm a Shy Guy" is
easy to listen to.
For recordings in a more romantic mood, there's PhU Brito
with "After All Thia Time" and
"I'll See You In My Dreams";
Perry Como's version of "Til the

End of Time" and "Did You Ever
Get That Feeling in the Moon
light"; Pied Piper's singing "LIUy
Belle" and "We'll Be Together
Again."
Vaughn Monroe lets
loose with "The Story of Two Cigarettes" and "No More Toujours
L'Amour" on Victor. The latter
tune is another Hoagy Carmlchaei
hit.
• » •
This issue, our "Maroon E" goes
to the maestro of the Tymphany
Five. Otherwise known as Louis
Jordan, he first became popular
when his recording of "G.L Jive"
sold over 250,000 copies. From
then on this jivy quintet bounced
straight Into big time.
Born in Arkansas, thirty-seven
years ago, Louis started playing
his torrid saxophone at the age
of nineteen. The public response
he receives now, proves that his
eighteen years of hard work have
not been done in vain.
The sax is his first love, but
dancing, singing, and playing the
clarinet follow closely behind.
Louis has only one desire—to retire at forty at his Chicago home
while he is still "tops."
• • •
FASCINATING RHYTHM —
Student Union Juke Box.
SING, SING, SING—Glee Club.
HOLIDAY FOR STRINGS —
Freshman's straight hair during
Freshman Week.
THE STORY OF TWO CIGARETTES—Or, why I got kicked off
the team.
NORTHWEST PASSAGE —
Back entrance to Dorm.
NOBODY LOVES ME—Freshman during Freshman Week.
THE STEAM IS ON THE BEAM
•—Cafeteria.
ELEVEN 60 Pf M.—Campus.
I SURRENDER DEAR— Said
the team to the coach.

Eastern Football Roster

Home
Foe. Weight Height
No. Name
5-11
jn Born Ray
New Boston. O.
G
175
^
„,„*„„
6-0
H
Beaver
Falls,
Pa,
G
162
44 Biswick, Henry
5-11
Louisville
E 162
40 Bucky, Vernon
5-10H
Harlan
B 161
35 Creech, Ed
6-0
Chesapeake, O.
F 174
22 Curtis, Llndy
5-9
Richmond
G 165
26 Gumbert, George
5-9
Somerset
B
160
24 Hahn, Jack
5-10
Portsmouth, O.
T 181
39 Kent, George
5-10
Connellsville, Pa.
B 154
37 King, Edward
5-10
StlUwell,
Okie,
E
190
48 Lana, Bert
5-6
Bucyrus, O.
G 1*3
54 Luse, Don
5-10
Beaver Falls, Pa.
~T 200
49 Mancing, Harry
By EMMA NASH BEVACQUA
5-7%
BlalravUle, Pa,
F
166
46 Miller, Charles .
6-1
Evarta
T - 2d0
30 Mitchem, Willard
Winds, Blow Gently—Ronald
5-11
Somerset
T
180
32 Murphy, Ben
Klrkbride
5-9 V4
Ironton, O.
B
157
This magnificent novel, the win- 52 Myera, Paul
5-9
Pt Marlon, Pa.
E
168
ner of the first Fredrick FeU Prize 47 On, Junior
6-1
Novel Award, is the story of aj 23 Pendleton, Joe
Jenkins
E
163
Quaker family, the Jordans, who 41 Selbee, BUI
5-8
Catlettaburg
B 161
leave Pennsylvania to travel to
5-10
Beaver
Falla,
Pa.
Q
153
South Carolina. The action takes 27 Scherrbaum, Dick
5-9
F
161
place in the ten years between. 38 Stapleton, Proctor PalntavUie
1921 and 1931. Weaving his magic 45 Shannon, BUI
6-8
Danville
G 175
with a clear and vibrant hand,
6-0
Johnstown,
Pa,
■
172
Ronald Klrkbride throws open the 33 Sheehan, Tom
6-8
Johnstown,
Pa,
T
170
36
Stofko,
Tom
doors and windows to a faith and
6-2
Ashland
E 168
a feUowshlp Uttle known and sel- 51 Stevens, Randy
dom portrayed In modern fiction. 58 Whetael, Dick
6-11 Vi
Mt. Vernon, O.
C 163
Humor, tragedy, sacrifice, love, 43 Wilson, BUI
6-0
Glen Nor, Pa.
Q 175
excitement, courage—aU are here
6-0
South
Shore,
Pa.
C
166
in these tensed pages, told in 28 Wright, Paul
6-9
Bobtown, Pa.
B 156
words, singing with the music of 25 Zoretic, Ed
Quaker speech. It is a book of
clear and exquisite distinction.
needs of mankind makes a fas- wistful drawings convey that specinating story.
Each morning, cial quality characteristic of the
The Veteran Cornea Back—
when you struggle from bed to mind of fighting men everywhere.
\\ illard Waller
the breakfast table, you encounter This is a book to make Americans
benefits of the chemists' la- proud of the forces fighting the
Is he the man you knew aa a the
bors
every turn. Your very pa- nation's battles.
stranger? Is he bitter? hopeful? jamasat may
in origin have been
disillusioned? What sort of hus- a spruce log In a remote Can aril an
MAROONS TIE MURRAY 7-7
band, father, son, will he make? foreat
blankets, soap, (Continued from Page 1)
Will we let demagogues exploit newspaper,Your
clothing—all the neand subvert him aa they have done cessities and luxuries that you take next play Biswick got these yards
elsewhere ? How can we help him for granted—have been transform- back by throwing Jones for a five
find the road back?
ed by painstaking research and yard loss. Nanney then kicked to
Will he sell apples and pawn scientific sklU from raw materials Zoretic who fumbled and tried to
recover, but Murray got the ball
his medals, or wlU we assure him into useful objects.
on Eastern's 44. Jones then kicka Job? What of the disabled—
Here a brilliant chemist tells the
how can we restore him to useful- layman, In a readable, non-tech- ed to Eastern's 9. Miller 'then
ness? WiU we make the grim nical way, how these things are plunged through the line for six
mistake of spending too much—too done, revealing the universal yards. On the next play Eastern
late—and for the wrong people? character of "the chemists' contri- was penalised to their 1 yard line.
These and other queatlona are bution and the broad field In which Creech attempting to punt from
answered In thia book—a realistic he works. Into his absorbing book behind hla own goal fumbled and
discussion of America'a gravest the author packs a lifetime of ex- recovered. This would have given
Murray two points, but they were
social problems.
perience In the chemical industry. offsides.
This book was written not only
to help the veteran adjust to so- Fighting WordsCreech then kicked to Underciety, but also to help the veteran's
wood who took the ball on the 35
Edited by Whit Burnett
father, mother, wife, sister, sweetand returned it to the 37. He then
This book contains stories and passed to Vercheck who moved the
heart, to understand his state of
mind. For it la only through a cartoons written and drawn by ball to the 19. Creech stopped
sympathetic understanding of what members of the armed forces of Underwood on the 11, Gilbert pickhe has really become through the
ed up six more before Lana threw
war, that It is possible to help him America. This unique book gives Underwood for a two yard loss.
voice to first young talents now With a minute and twenty seconds
at all.in uniform In all parts of the world. left to play, Underwood passed to
Your Servant The Molecule"— The stories range from humor and Jones for the touchdown. Vercheck
Walter S. Londls
romance to tense action and the kicked the extra point to deadlock
How chemistry serves the daily promise of the future. Gay and the score at 7-7 as the game ended.

I think I shall never see
A billboard lovely aa a tree.
Perhaps, unless the billboards fall,
I'll never see a tree at all.
When the last person
Here is dead,
Who'll put a tombstone
At his head?
Ideals die quickly in some heads because they
can't stand solitary confinement.
Home—Place where part of the family waits
until the rest of them bring back the car.
Democracy—where every man has a right to utter what he thinks truth, and every other man has
the right to knock him down for it.
Two stubborn beaks
Of equal strength
Can stretch a worm
To any length.
A recent'newspaper ad of the Oklahoma School
of Accountance was headed: "Short course in Accounting for Women."
Not long after the ad appeared, a note reached
the school's president. It said: "There la NO accounting for women."
The most efficient water power In the world is
a woman's tears.
Letter from the Sailor boyfriend: "I enlisted
because I liked the nice clean ships the Navy had.
Now I know who keeps them that way."
Flirt—A woman who believes that It's every
man for herself
Lighting three cigarettes on a match Isn't unlucky—it's unUkely.
She looks intelligent when she wears her glasses,
but it's only an optical illusion.
Where'd be song
And where'd be story
If some loves
Weren't desultory?
The nolsest one In the theater
(Check with any usher)
Is not the person being hushed.
But the husher.
He spent so much on the girl he finally had to
marry her for his money.
O. I. to beautiful girl: "I'm a stranger In town.
Can you direct me to your house?"

A Look At Books

Yours for the Asking
Aa Told to ALLAN PENNTNGTON
Today's question is not meant to be a discredit
to our simial friends, nor is its purpose to relieve
the housing shortage by getting a certain type of
monkey into the zoo where they belong. Your "inquiring reporter" Is attempting to find out whether
all of the monkeys are In the zoo. Our classmates
have been very helpful in their response to my
query: "Are all of the monkeys In the zoo?"
Maxlne Sebastian: I don't know, but I think some
monkeys are here at Eastern.
Alice Smith: They never were all in the zoo.
Wanda Matney: Certainly not, just look around.
Windell Jackett: They have not caught up with
all of them yet; can't you see that I'm still loose.
Kenneth Spur lock: No, I think one got out the
other day.
Ralph Moores: They still have empty cages, do
you think we'U need one ?
E. N. Perry: No, I just looked in a mirror.
Nancy Jane Henderson: Tricky creatures, aren't
we?
,.
Betsy Tandy: All of them are not In captivity.
•
%
Jane Bush: There are too many of us running
around.
Elizabeth Pennington (dressed In the garb of
a freshman struggling through "Hell Week"): No,
some of us dress like humans.
Ruth Twinan (another frosh): We are all here,
call the roll; do you find any missing?
Pauline Caudill (referring to "Hell Week"): No;
I believe in "Evolution" now.
BUI DeJarnett: Certainly not, they are all In
Japan.
I ■
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The club puns to have a dinner
at 6 p. m. on Tuesday, October 16,
for the purpose of Installing the
Mrs. Sarah B.
By LtCHXE BRANDENBURUH new officers.
Holmes, Dean of Women at the
University of Kentucky and sponsor of Owens, the University sophoCanterbury Club
Th« Canterbury held It* flr»t din- more scholastic society, will be
ner meeting of the year, October the guest speaker.
10, in the Blue Room of the Student Union Building. At the meet- rwcA
The TWCA held a very successing the following officers were
elected: Eileen Lewis, president; ful membership drive during the
Herbert Searcy, vice-president; past week. A total of 125 girls
Tina Tyler, secretary; Leola Wil- joined this worthwhile and active
organization. Each girl on the
lard treasurer.
Following the business session a caoinet was assigned a certain
short talk on "The Choice of the number of girls to ask to Join the
Right Word" was given by WAC "x\" The new members will serve
Captain Ruth Catlett, an Eastern on different committees, accordalumna and former member of the ing to their interests.
Canterbury Club.
Westminster Fellowship
The Westminster Fellowship held
Prota Decca's
Prota Decca, the scholastic so- its annual faculty-student party at
ciety for sophomore women at the Presbyterian Church WednesEastern, held its first meeting of day night, October 10. After a sethe fall quarter in the office of ries of games, refreshments were
Mrs. Emma T. Case, Dean of served.
Women, at 3 o'clock on Wednes- Methodist Students Meet
day, October 10.
The Methodist Student Youth
Officers were elected as follows:
Aldene Porter, president; Betty Jo Fellowship had its first meeting in
Barnett, vice-president; Kathleen the Blue Room of the Student UnSturgill,
secretary;
Marilyn ion Building at five o'clock, Monday evening. October 8.
Trieschman, treasurer.
Prota Decca (Greek for "first
Mildred Payne, presiaent, anten") was first organized on East- nounced the organization of a polern's campus last spring for the icy committee composed of Aldene
purpose of encouraging high scho- Porter, vice-president; Bessie Nolastic standing of 1.8 or higher for len, secretary-treasurer; Betty Jo
the first two quarters of the fresh- Johnson, Glima Allen, and Joyce
man year.
Stephens.

Extra-Curricular

WELCOME TO

RIVERS SHOE SHOP
South Second St.

On Your Way to Town

H. M. Whittin&ton Co.
WATCHMAKERS & JEWELERS
Richmond

Kentucky

Miss Payne also announced the
following commissions and the
students elected to serve on each:
Community Service, Garnet Isaac;
Worship and Evangelism, Alma
Jean Marcum; World Friendship,
Jean Wat kins; Recreation, Jane
Baber.
Aldene Porter gave a report on
the Methodist Youth Meeting held
at Lexington, Saturday, October 6.
The purpose of this organization
is to promote fellowship among the
members, to help them in the
solution of their problems, and to
bring about a closer relationship
between church and campus activities.
Home Economics Club
The first meeting of the Home
Economics Club was held Thursday, October 11, with a supper
meeting for all the home economics majors. The president, Mildred
Payne, told the new members the
purpose of the club and Its plans
for the year.
The next meeting will be held
November 6, and win be in the
Little Theatre where the formal
initiation will be held for the new
members.
ALUMNI NEWS LETTER
The News Letter, with the Progress, is mailed without charge to
all Eastern men and women in
military service whose addresses
the Alumni Association can obtain.
Information about graduates and
former students should be sent to
the Alumni Secretary, Miss Mary
F. McKlnney.
Former students and alumni
may receive the publications from
the college by payment of $1.00
annual dues.
Lt. ewen W. Bomalne Released
From Jap Prison
Information has been received
that Lt Owen W. Romalne, freshmain In 1934-35, of Ft Thomas,
has been released and Is now on
his way home after being a prisoner of the Japanese since the fall
of Bataan. A communications officer in the Army Air Forces. Lt.
Romalne entered the service January 1, 1941, and went to the Phil-

ippines in September, 1941. He
was based at Fort Stotsenberg,
Clark Field, Philippine Islands.
News about his release was received from Mrs. W. T. Yerkey (Ruth
Knarr. '28). 98 Millers Lane, Ft.
Thomas, Ky.
Lt. Kendrick Roy Officially
Listed As Killed
On July 5 the War Department
notified Mr. and Mrs. Chester Roy,
Stearns, and Mrs. Lois- Roy, Miami. Fla., that Lt. Kendrick Roy
had been declared dead, since he
had been missing over twelve
months. On July 14 further information was received by his parents, and wife that captured German records showed that Lt. Roy
was killed in action June 29, 1944,
in the vicinity of Zeltz, Germany,
near Leipzig.
Pilot of a B-17, Lt. Roy went
overseas in May, 1944, and was on
his sixth mission when his ship received a direct hit. The only surviving member of the crew, Sgt.
Leslie K. Black, Ft. Cobb, Ok la.,
reported to Lt. Roy's father that
he and two others parachuted but
one, the bombardier, was wounded
and later died, and the parachute
of the third man, believed to be
the tail gunner, failed to open.
Lt Roy, a freshman at Eastern
in 1941-42, entered the service
March 13, 1942, and was sworn in
as an aviation cadet March 24. He
received his commission and wings
at Luke Field, Phoenix, Arts., December 3. He served as an Instructor before going overseas. Besides his parents and wife, he is
survived by a son, Kenney Roy,
Jr., and a brother, Don Roy, of
Stearns.
News About Grads Overseas
Lt. Calfee G. Colson (42) of
Somerset Is on Guam with the
20th Air Force, which is composed chiefly of B-29's. He Is doing
radio work combined with message center.and other duties. His
address Is Headquarters 315th
Bomb Wing, APO 182, c/o Postmaster, San Francisco. Lt Colson has been in the Air Corps
three years and overseas about
three months. He recently sent a
contribution of $5.00 to help with
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Fountain—Luncheon—School Supplies
Prescriptions—Drugs

CORNETT'S DRUG STORE
Glyndon Hotel Building
244 Phones 844

LUCIEN LE LONG & DUBARRY
COSMETICS

COMPLIMENTS OF
HAVE THAT NEW PICTURE

THE MADISON - SOUTHERN

MADE TODAY!

NATIONAL BANK & TRUST CO.

STANIFER'S STUDIO

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Richmond, Kentucky

Phne 39

Main Street

DOC'S
A GOOD PLACE TO EAT

SEND YOUR LAUNDRY AND

Opposite Court House

DRY CLEANING
to

MADISON LAUNDRY &

DIXIE DRY CLEANERY
DRY

<*i

'Prompt Efficient Service"

CLEANE&S
Phone 353

James Anderson & Son
LAMPS —SHADES
LIGHT GLOBES
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE REPAIR
Next Door to Bus Station

^
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Richmond, Ky.

"Say It With Flowers"
WE STOCK A COMPLETE LINE OF
CUT FLOWERS IN SEASON

Richmond Greenhouses
Phone 838
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the mailing- of the news to service- Hollandia, New Guinea; the first
men.
attack on Truk, invasion of SalLt. Robert E. Yeager (43) of pan and Tinlan, invasion of PelleOneida Castle, N. Y., is in Manila lu, invasion and sea battles of the
with Headquarters, 779th Field Philippines, invasion of Borneo,
Artillery Battalion, APO 238, c/o and the occupation of Japan. His
Postmaster, San Francisco, and address is USS Grant, DD 649, C/o
writes that several Eastern men Fleet Post Office, San Francisco.
are near him, among them Lt. Joe
Pharmacist's Mate 1/c Virgil O.
BUI Siphers, Lt. Clyde Rouse, T/5 Tudor, of Richmond, sophomore In
Jack Holt, Lt. "Timber" Williams, 1941-42, has been overseas nine
and Lt. Oayle McConnell, who was months, most of the time on Salrecently transferred to another or- pan. He was for a short time on
ganization after being with Lt. Guam, Enlwetok, and at Pearl
Yeager a year. Lt. Yeager enter- Harbor. At Okinawa more than
ed the service in April, 1943, ami a month, his ship was hit by a suihas been in the Philippines about cide plane and suffered several
three months. He reports reading casualties. "Some of the other suithe Eastern football scores in the cide planes got so close that one
"Daily Pacifician" published in could see the pilot sitting inside
Manila.
looking very Calm and flying
James M. Hart (39) of Hebron, through a red-hot wall of flak to
is in the Counter Intelligence Corps crash into some ship," he wrote
and is at present stationed in Ober- recently in a letter to Prof. Mereursel, Germany. His address is dith J. Cox. He will be on a Jap
870/17th CKJ Det, Hq. USFET, island with occupation forces for
APO 757, New York. He write3 several months. His address is
that Bertel Sparks (38) is in Heid- H & S Co., 2nd Pioneer Battalion,
elberg and he hopes to see him 2nd Marine Division, Fleet Marine
soon. He also keeps in touch with Force, c/o Fleet Post Office, San
Lt. Ed Eicher (39) and had a get- Francisco.
together with him and Major Dan
Sgt. Roy Dawn, of Covington,
Thomas, formerly of t£t ROTC
senior in 1942-43 when he left to
staff at Eastern, sometime ago.
Lt. (jg) Jesse Wade Johnson enter the service, is in Germany
(38) of Rock holds, is in Yokohama with Headquarters Btry., 919th
at the present time, according to Field Artillery Battalion, APO 94,
information received fromDr.F.A. c/o Postmaster, New York. Sgt.
Engle, Lt. Johnson's uncle. His Dawn has been overseas about two
address is USS LST 683, c/o Post years.
Office, San Francisco. He has University, Columbus.
Cecil Ward, Joe P. Chenault and
served aboard the LST both in the
Atlantic and Pacific for the past Russell Hamilton have been released from military service. Mr.
year and half.
Ward is principal" of Three Point
Or ads Returned From Overseas
Lt. John Ed McConnell (38) grade school in Harlan county. He
Forks of Elkhorn, arrived in the expects to return to Eastern next
states June 4 after serving 21 summer to continue work on his
months in the Pacific and was pro- degree. Capt. Gabbard is on termoted to lieutenant, senior grade, minal leave until Dec. 11 and plans
August 1. His present duty is in to attend the University of Kenthe Civil Readjustment Depart- tucky. He returned to the stales
ment at the Navy Separation Cen- July 3 after serving a year in the
ter in Shoemaker, Calif. Mrs. Mc- European theater. He wears the
Connell (Oene Wells, '37), former- Bronze Star, ETO ribbon with two
ly of Mt. Sterling, is with him. battle stars, Pre-Pearl Harbor ribTheir address is Homoja No. IS, bon, and American Defense ribbon.
Navy Separation Cen., Shoemaker, Capt. Gabbard has been stationed
at Camp Swift, Texas, since his
Calif.
Pfc. George W. Seevers (41) of return from overseas. Mrs. Gabbard (Dorothy Carroll, of H'i""Louisa, formerly of Richmond, rodsburg)
their two daughwas on the campus this week. He ters, Ann and
Winfield, and Virginia
returned September 30 to the
accompanied him on his visit
States after serving 43 months in Jane,
Eastern.
the Pacific with the 162nd Infan- to O/C
Jack N. Walker, of Corbln,
try. He entered the service in Au- junior the
fall quarter of 1942-43,
gust, 1941, and wears the Combat
Infantryman's medal, invasion ar- is attending Officer Candidate
rowhead, Pre-Pearl Harbor ribbon, School at Ft. Sill. His address Is
Asiatic-Pacific ribbon with three OCC 160, Field Artillery School,
battle stars. Pic. Seevers expects Ft. Sill, Okla. He has been in the
to be released from service soon. service since April, 1943.
Fay C. Eads, Yeoman 2/c, of
He was based in Australia for a
sophomore the first
time, fought In New Guinea and Monticello,
semester of 1940-41, is in the Legal
took part in other campaigns.
of the U. S. Naval
Capt. Ciyde F. Long (37) of Department
Air Station, Patuxent River, MaryRichmond, is spending a 45-day land,
according to Information releave with his parents, Mr. and
from Miss Anna Louise
Mrs. Clyde Long. He has been ceived
(43) of WalUns Creek.
with the personnel department at Horn
Dotti Brock, Yeoman 1/c, Richan Army Air Base in the Caribbean
who has been stationed at
area for the past 32 months. He mond,
Christi, Texas, Naval Air
was commissioned from the O.C.S. Corpus
at Miami Beach, Fla., in June, Station for the past two years, is
Lakes, 111., Naval
1942. On October 24 th Capt. Long now at Great
Center, WAVES Barwill report to Fort McPherson, Ga. Training
1st Lt. Frazier B. Adams (38) of racks C. A graduate of the UniWhitesburg, has returned to this versity of Kentucky, she attended
country after serving about 18 Eastern three years and la the
months in the European theater daughter of G. M. Brock, business
with the 10th Tactical Reconnais- agent at Eastern, and Mrs. Brock.
She has been in the WAVES since
sance Group. He entered the Ar- early
1943.
my In 1940 and was first sergeant JuniorinAlumni
when chosen to take officers'
A son, Arthur F., II, born to
training. For about two years before going overseas he was assist- Cpl. and Mrs. Arthur W. Klein
ant personnel adjutant at Miami August 23 at oPrtsmouth, Ohio.
Beach, Fla. He is at present on Cpl. Klein is on Guam with the
leave at his home in Whitesburg. 595th Army Air Forces Band,
314th Bomb Wing, APO 334, c/o
Former Students Overseas
Eral Vernon Leslie, Sound Mate Postmaster, San Francisco. Mrs.
2/c, of Estill, sophomore .the sum- Klein is the former Miss Sadie
mer of 1941, is now at the Omi- Brasher, of Dycusburg, a junior
nato Naval Base, on the northern at Eastern in 1942.
A son, Russell Young, born to
Up of Honshu. His ship, the USS
Albert W. Grant, was in the Task Mr. and Mrs. Russell Garth in
Force that went in to occupy the Louisville September 25. Mrs.
northern part of Japan. He has Garth is the former Miss Lorana
been'atJoard the Grant, since it was Young (37) of Lawrenceburg.
commissioned Nov. ^4, 1913. Since- Their address is 3042 Aubert Ave.,
lt has been in the Pacific, the ship Louisville 6.
has taken part in the invasion if - A son, Milton Kendall, Jr., born
to Mr. and Mrs. Milton K. Barksdale, in Richmond September 15.
Mrs. Barksdale, the former Miss
Martha Culton (33), of Corbln,
was for a number of years a member of the administrative staff at
Eastern. They live on Oak St.,
Richmond.
A son, Robert Douglas, born to
Mr. and Mrs, James A. Norsworthy September 13 in ■ Richmond.
Their elder son, Jimmy, Is four
years old.
Mrs. Norsworthy
(Gladys Karrick, '35), of Richmond, was formerly cashier at
Eastern.
_
A daughter, Phyllis Ann, born
to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hord in
Richmond August 23. Mrs. Hord
is the former Miss Sula Karrick
(3!)), of Richmond. They have a
daughter, Sue Carol, four years
old. Their address is Lancaster
Road, Richmond.
A daughter, Sally Virginia, born
to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Green, in
New York, September 13. They
have a daughter, Mary, three years
old. Mrs. Green was formerly Miss
Virginia Perraut (40) of Minerva,
The address for Mr. and Mrs.
Green is 1428 Midland Ave.,
New pink-rose
Bronxville, 8, N. Y.
daughter, Sarah Ann, horn to
,stick shade Mr.A and
Mrs. Carl Francis Garrett
of Waddy, Ky. Mrs. Garrett is
the former Miss Lydia Catherine
Martin (35) of Waddy. Mr. Garrett (33) is Farm Labor Assistant
in Shelby and Jefferson counties.
A son, Reginal James, born to
Mr. and Mrs. James Metcalf in
Richmond July 27. Mr. Metcalf
returned to Eastern the past summer to take some courses after
serving In the U. S. Coast Guard
for two years and is enrolled for
A new rosy-pink make-up that
the fall quarter. Mrs. Metcalf
Is exciting but not extreme!
was formerly Miss Elsie Mae
Yet extremely feminine I Tusay
Giroir of Houma, La. Mr. and Mrs.
Sentimental Lipstick, $1.*
Metcalf and baby have an apartment on Oak St. in Richmond.
Matching Sentimental Compact
A daughter, Almond Elizabeth,
Rouge,5«; *CreamRouge,$l.»
born
to Lt. and Mrs. Homer C
Tussy Talisman Face Powder,
Payne at Wilmington, Delaware,
f 1,* will complete your prettyAugust 10. Lt. Payne, of Richas-s-rose effort.
•!!■«
mond, junior the summer of 19S8,
la stationed at Fort DuPont, Del.
(Continued on Paga 4)
Madiaon Drag Go.
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He returned from overseas duty
last year.
Grads Not In The Service
Elizabeth North (26) spent the
summer at her home In Bagdad.
She returned to her position at
Pikeville Junior College, Plkevllle,
on Sept 1.
Betty B. Radford (29) spent her
vacation at her home in Asheviile,
N. C. She Is now teaching the
third grade in the Hendersonvllle,
N. C, school and living at 628
Fifth Ave. W.
Stella Ward (29) attended the
summer session at Columbia University. She has returned to her
position as dean of students at the
West Virginia Wesleyan College,
Buchannon, W. Va.
Capt. Fred Dail (30) taught and
took graduate work at the University of Kentucky during the
summer months. He has now returned to his position at the Carlisle Military School, Bamberg, S.
C.
>
Lawrence Hale (32) spent the
summer at his home in Redfox. He
is principal of the Carr Creek High
School, Carr Creek.
Christine Coppage (32), of
Bradfordsville, was a recreation
teacher at Ormsby Village, Anchorage, during the summer. On
Sept. 4, she returned to her position as second grade teacher In the
James Lowell School, Louisville.
Her present address is: 1427 South
Second St., Apt. 1.
Delmon W. Howard (34), principal of the Betsy Layne High
School, served as a helping teacher
in the Floyd County rural schools
during July and August.
Sue Watson (34) was at her
home in Bond during the summer.
She has returned to McKee where
she teaches in the high school.
• Mary Elizabeth McAllister (35),
first grade teacher in the Beechmont school, spent the summer at
Camp Chelan, Sellersburg, Ind.
Her present address is: 1313 South
First St., Louisville.
Lucille Thomas (36) spent the
summer in Lawrenceburg.
A
fourth grade teacher in the, Covington schools, she lives at hei
home, 1903 Scott St.
Helen R. Gardiner (37), Walton,
home economics teacher in the
Simon Kenton High School, Independence, did school-communltj
work there during the summtr
Emilie V. Wiggins (38) has ac
cepted a library service scholar
ship at the University of Michigan for the coming year. Her
home address is: 232 Eighth Ave.,
Dayton.
Norrine Wasson (38) spent the
summer at her home in Carlisle.
Home economics teacher in the
Elkhorn school, Franklin County,
she lives at 321 Shelby St., Frankfort.
Florence Champion (39), of
Bondvllle, did graduate work at
Peabody College, Nashville, during the summer. Her present address is: Cavalier Apts. No. 11.
1245 S. Fourth St., Louisville 3.
Mrs. Harry T. Schmidt (Carola
Berlepp), '40. has moved from
Brewster, Ohio, to 1651 Cleveland
Ave.. NW, Canton, O. She is a
primary teacher in the Canton
Township Schools.
Mrs. W. Neville Claxon (Emma
Belle Osborne), '40, is with her
husband at the Southern Baptist
Seminary, Louisville, 6.
The}
spent the summer In Frankfort.
Mrs. Claude H. Harris (Ann
Stiglitz), '40, teacher in the Okolona school, did graduate work at
Peabody College, Nashville, during the summer. Her present address is 33 Club Lane, Louisville.
Dorothy M. White (40) attended
Peabody College the past summer
where she took graduate courses.
She has returned to her position
In the North Charlestqp, S. C,
high school. Her address is P. O.
Box 843, Charleston, S. C.
Mrs. Alberta Cameron Woodward (41) has resumed her teaching position in the Cawood, Ky.,
graded school. She spent the summer at her home In Paris.
Mrs. Fithian S. Faries (Olive
Gabriel), '41, visited her husband's
parents in Maysville during the
summer. She has returned to hei
home, 811 S. Zane Highway, Martin's Ferry, Ohio, where she teaches
English in the high school. Inez Henry (42)-is teaching the
second grade In the Connersville
Graded School in Harrison County.
She spent the summer at her home
In Sadleville.
Marilou Lea, '41, teacher in the
Felicity, Ohio, high school, has returned from a vacation at hei
home In Covington. Her address
Is: Box 134, Felicity.
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Mrs. Lamah O. Llddell (41) served as a dietitian in a girls' camp
at Camp Carlyle, N. C, during the
summer. She has returned, to her
position as home economics teacher in the Mt. Sterling City School.
Her address is: 336- W. High St.,
Mt. Sterling.
Dorothy Adams (42) spent the
summer at her home in Butler. A
fifth grade teacher in the Erlanger-Elsmere School System, she
lives at 106 Home St., Erlanger.
Edna B'Hymer (42) did graduate work at the University of Wisconsin during the summer. She
has returned to her Covington address, 1556 Greenup St., and
teaches in the Covington schools
Mrs. Kenneth S. Mann (Susan
Biesack), '42, spent the summei
with her parents in Louisville. Her
present address is: 1815 Scott St,
Covington.
Mrs. Z. S. Dickerson (Mildred
Gortney), '42, spent the summei
at ner home in Harrodsburg. She
returned to her position as home
economics teacher in the high
school at Bardstown on Sept. 1.
Madge E. Jones (42) took graduate courses at the University ot
Wisconsin during the summer. Hei
present address is: 522 W. 13th
St., Anderson, Ind.
Emily Land (42) and Sarah
Land (43) spent the summer at
their home in Cynthiana. Both
are teachers . in the Covington
schools and live at 510 Wallace
Ave., Covington.
Mrs. Helolse Cox Marsee (42)
worked on her Master's Degree
at theJLmlverslty of California dur.115 tufl dunimer. Her address is:
Box 213, Vallejo, Calif.
Nora K. Mason (42) was a counselor at Camp Claybanks, Glendale, Ohio, during the summer. A
miiuergarien teacher in the Covingtqn Public Schools, she lives at
her home, 117 Summit Drive, Covington.
Beryl Anderson (43) spent the
si .mi.» r at ner home in Ezel. She
teaches home economics in the Corimid mgn school and lives at 500
Poplar St., Corbln.
Henrietta Baker (43) spent the
summer In Anchorage. She has
returned to her home address, 2213
ocott St., Covington, and teaches
history and civics in a Covington
junior, hlph school.
Mary Elizabeth Bell (43), of
Bo., u, apeni mi' summer as a supervisor of vacation church schools
In the Lexington-Ebenezer Presbytery. She returned to her home
In Boyd, where she teaches the
.11 SL siade, on August 21.
Mrs. El Wanda Brinkley Maynard (43), third and fourth grade
teacher in the Jicarilla Apache
Boarding School, Dulce, N. Mex.,

spent several weeks of her vacation in Kentucky visiting at her
home in Shopvllle. She has returned to New Mexico to resume
her position at Dulce.
Margin i a Stevenson (43) did
graduate work In history at Duke
University, Durham, N. C, during
the summer. She has returned to
Benham, where she teaches English and History in the high school.
Roberta Booth Stevenson (43)
spent the summer at her home in
Corbln. She has resumed her position as music teacher in the Plneville City Schools.
Imogene Wells (43) spent the
summer in Wyoming, Ohio. She
teaches mathematics and science
in the Orangeburg High School
and lives at 220 Sutton St., Maysville.
Emma B. Schirmer (44) spent
the summer at her home in Ghent.
She has returned to her position
as an elementary teacher in the
Lebanon Jet. school.
Anita O'Hearn (44) has returned to her position as home economics teacher in the Alexandria
school. She spent the summer ac
her home in Crab Orchard.
Brothers Receive Discharge
Capt. Alvin D. Shelton, senior
in 1940-41, and Pfc. Jennings R.
Shelton, junior the fall and winter
quarters of 1942-43, have both received discharges from the service.
Capt. Shelton returned to the
States in February after completing 149 missions in the China-Burma-India theater and the European
theater. He saw action in the Italian, Naples-Foggia, Rome-Arno,
Southern France and Indo-Burma
campaigns.
He was decorated
with the Distinguished Flying
Cross, Air Medal with one cluster,
Asiatic-Pacific Theater ribbon with
four Bronze Stars, American Theater medal, and Distinguished Unit
Citation Badge with one Oak Leaf
cluster. He also saw service in
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North Africa. Capt. Shelton reported to Miami Beach, Fla., after
his leave on returning to this country and there he was retired from
active duty in the Air Corps in
May of this year, after four years
of service.
Pfc. Shelton entered the service
in April, 1943, and was stationed
at Camp Roberts, Calif., with the
12th Regiment Chapel, Field Artillery Training Battalion, until he
went to the Baxter General Hospital in Spokane, Wash., in October of 1944. On April 5, 1945, he
received a medical discharge from
the Army. He and his brother,
formerly of Perry county, are now
living at Inkster, Mich. Their
mailing address is Box 611, Inkster.
Weddings
Miss Juanita Clinklnbeard, a
graduate In the June class of this
year, to Petty Officer Leo Teipel
at the Immanuel Baptist Church
in Covington July 21. Both the
bride and groom are from Covington. Guests from Eastern who attended the wedding were Miss
Elizabeth Plessinger, of Ludlow,
who sang "Always1" and "At Dawning"; Miss Henrietta J. Miller and
Miss Mary Lou Snyder of Ashland,
and Miss Elois Tucker, Somerset
Mrs. Teipel is a member of the faculty of the Ludlow city schools.
The groom, who returned from 20
months' duty In the Hawaiian Islands, reported to Alameda, Calif.,
after a 30-day leave.
Lt. Joseph T. Van Arsdall, Jr.,
of Harrodsburg, to Lt. Martha Lee
Hiatt, U. S. Navy Nurse Corps,
at. Los Angeles, Calif., July 29.
The bride, whose home is in Stanford, Ky., attended the University
of Kentucky and graduated from
the Good Samaritan School of
Nursing in Lexington. Lt. Van
Arsdall took his cadet training in
Mississippi. He recently returned
from two years overseas' servict
and is now stationed at Sioux Falls,

8. D. He wears the Presidential
Citation, Air Medal with four clusters, and three battle stars. Lt
Van Arsdall attended Eastern in
1940-41 and is the brother of C.
S. Van Arsdall (35) of LaGrange
Miss Barbara Congleton (37) of
Louisville, formerly of Richmond,
to William Beekman Huger, of
Savannah, Ga., July 27 at the home
of her aunt, Mrs. E. I. Scrivner,
and Dr. Scrivner in Transylvania
Park, Lexington. She was given
in marriage by her brother, Capt.
Conley Congleton, sophomore at
Eastern In 1938-39, now with the

U. S. Army in New York. Mrs.
Thomas E Arnold, of Crestwood,
presented a program of wedding
music. Mrs. Huger has been tor
the past several years connected
with the University of Louisville
as a research assistant. The bridegroom is a graduate of the University of North Carolina. They
are making their home at 1300
Everett Ave., Louisville.
Mrs.
Huger Is the daughter of Mrs.
Park N. Baldwin (29) of North
Jackson, Ohio, former member of
the Madison high school faculty
in Richmond.
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Junior Coats
Black Chesterfields $24.95 to $45.00
Also other styles
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WELCOME FRESHMEN!
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BUT...
Not for the hundreds of boys still
stationed on the loneliest outposts
where a USO show Is the only
form of diversion.

M3we

Not for our thousands of fighting
heroes who need medical aid and
hospitalization before they can re-'
turn to civilian life.
Not for the millions of our loyal
allies who were left homeless, in
rags, bone-gaunt from starvation
and sick in mind and body.

twi.

with

Not for the young mothers-to-be
whose husbands will not return
for many, many months or never
—who need spiritual comfort and
financial aid.

CHEN YU
on your noils and lips

^

seen
In
Mademoiselle

Not for the children who have no
parents, or unthinking ones—children who take to waywardness
because mother love and guidance
is absent.
Not for the thousands of honorably discharged veterans who need
counsel, personal adjustment and
legal guidance to help them return to a normal life.
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In a mahogany wood holds/—everything you need
for beautiful nails and luscious lips. Your favorite
CHEN YU lacquer together with bottles of Lacquerol
Base Coat, Chip Chek Top Coat, famous CHEN re
Fast Dry and a wonderful CHEN YU lipstick to match.
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Madison Drug Co.
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GIVE TO YOUR
COMMUNITY WAR FUND
Buy a share in a better future
for everybody. Your dollars will
help to end the war for all. This
year make your contribution bigger than ever—make it as big as
your heart.
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